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KKeellllyyDDoowwnn  TTiippss  
PPeerriiooddiicc  ttiippss  ttoo  hheellpp  yyoouu  uussee  KKeellllyyDDoowwnn  mmoorree  eeffffeeccttiivveellyy  

  

UUssiinngg  tthhee  KKeellllyyDDoowwnn  MMoottoorr  YYiieelldd  CCaallccuullaattoorr  
  

The KellyDown Motor Yield Calculator was recently incorporated into KellyDown. In its basic form, it is 
used to calculate the Slide Distance required when drilling a section of hole in order to achieve a specific 
dogleg rate given the Slide Length, Rotate Length and resultant Dogleg Rate over a previously drilled 
section of hole. However, it is much more than a simple Motor Yield Calculator when used in 
conjunction with the Slide Sheet Editor and either the Correction Run module or the Ouija Board 
module. 

1. When used in its basic form, enter the Slide Length, Rotate Length and Dogleg Rate over Interval for 
the previously drilled section of hole and KellyDown calculates the resultant Motor Yield.  

 

2. Enter the Stand Length and the Required Dogleg Rate for the next drill stand (or section) and 
KellyDown calculates the Slide Distance and the Slide Percent for the section. 
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3. We’ll use the AA16, Run #4 in the example database that is installed with KellyDown to demonstrate 
how the Motor Yield module may be used in conjunction with the Correction Run module. 

4. Open the Correction Run module and enter Sensor to Bit Distance of 51.53ft and a Course Length 
of 3.00ft, a Dogleg Rate of 12.800°/100ft and a Toolface of -45° for the first Bit Projection. We’ll also 
enter a single Extrapolation of 32.81ft with a Dogleg Rate of 10.000°/100ft and a Toolface of 100°. 
Finally enter a Correction Dogleg Rate of 3.500°/100ft. 

 

5. Open the KellyDown Visualiser and observe the Bit Projection, Extrapolation and Forward 
Projection to correct the well back to the plan. 
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6. The correction requires two curved hole sections having dogleg rates of 3.5°/100ft each, one to turn 
the well back towards the plan and the other to line the well back up with the plan. 

7. Now look at the Motor Yield Calculator. It has translated the two curve sections into slide/rotate 
sections with the four slide sections having dogleg rates equal to the Motor Yield and has displayed 
the six sections in a grid at the bottom. 
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8. Click on the Motor Yield dialog to show the actual sections in the Visualiser. If you repeatedly click 
on the Correction Run dialog and then the Motor Yield dialog, you will be able to see the difference 
between the two projections in the Visualiser. 
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9. Close the Survey Editor and the Correction Run and Motor Yield modules will also close. 

10. Now open the Slidesheet Editor and open the Correction Run module from within the Slidesheet 
Editor. The Bit to Sensor Distance, Slide Ahead, Motor Output and Toolface etc. are all transferred 
from the Slidesheet Editor to the Correction Run module. 

11. Now open the Motor Yield Calculator and notice that all the values have been transferred from the 
Slidesheet Editor and the Correction Run module and the Slide/Rotate sections are immediately 
displayed in the Visualiser.  
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12. But that’s not all, click on the View Report button to view and or print a detailed Motor Yield 
Report including the last five survey records, the projection to the bit, extrapolation and the 
slide/rotate sequence   
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13. You may also interpolate the correction based on several criteria including Measured Depth, 
Inclination, Azimuth etc. and don’t forget, KellyDown doesn’t just show the first interpolation that 
satisfies the criteria, but all of them. For example, if you enter an Azimuth value, KellyDown will find 
all the interpolated depths having that azimuth. 
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14. You may also perform a detailed anti-collision scan on the correction run and show the proximity of 
other wells in the Quick Scan module. 

 

15. From the Slidesheet Editor, open the Ouija Board module. Set the required Dogleg Rate to 
3.5°/100ft and immediately see the suggested Slide/Rotate sequence in order to penetrate the 
target centre. 
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If you have a question you would like answered in KellyDown Tips, reply to this email with your question. 
If you would like anything added to KellyDown to make it more useful or user friendly, reply to this email with your requests. 
You can download the latest version of KellyDown from www.kellydown.ca  

  

http://www.kellydown.ca/download

